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Vision
Department of Computer Science and Engineering aspires to
become a center of excellence for quality technical education by
keeping pace with new technologies
Missionto create competent
professionals.

Mission
M1: To develop professionals with analytical and technical
competency for productive career in industry, academia and as
entrepreneurs.
M2: To build theoretical and applied skills of faculty and student
in computer science and engineering through need based training,
research and development on industrially and socially relevant
issues.
M3: Continuously improve and provide state-of-the-art
laboratories to keep up with the new developments in the area of
computer science and engineering.
M4: Create nurturing environment through competitive events,
industry interactions, global collaborations and creating concern
for lifelong learning.
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The CSE team feels proud in making
continuous effort towards betterment
of the department in achieving the
best and it is clearly evident from the
activitites that have been conducted
and presented in this newsletter.

Dr. S.C Gupta,
Chairperson

It is a pleasure to head the department of CSE. The aim of
the
department is to provid high
quality education along with
training of the students with all the
new advancements in the
computer’s field.
Dr.Vikram Bali, HOD (CSE)
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Editor’s Desk
——FROM FACULTY EDITORS——
The content in this newsletter is perfect blend of quality. It is an
incredible platform for real, technical, managerial and social
Insight, hence perfect to convert a raw student into successful one.
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Train your Brain
Train your Brain is an initiative by Department of Computer Science &
Engineering to prepare the students for upcoming placement drives.

The first series of Train your
Brain was an Aptitude and C
test series. Nearly 200
students appeared for the
exam.
The
exam
was
conducted to test the
technical and logical skills of
students.

This came out to be a wonderful
experience for students in
enhancing their reasoning and
technical skills to make them
industry ready. Test was set
keeping in view to the industry
requirements.
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Hackathon 2018
Apart from curriculum, the college also pays equal concern over the
practical implementation of the theoretical concepts, and in the zeal
and
enthusiasm
the
college
organized:
Smart India Hackathon 2018.
It is another feather added in the cap of PIET. It was a national event
conducted by Govt. of India where PIET was one of the Nodal Centre.
This initiative proved to be successful in promoting the new innovation and
out of the box thinking of students. Our Honorable Prime Minister conducted
a live interaction session to boost up the student’s confidence level.
Students from different parts of India gathered under the roof of PIET to
showcase their innovative skills and this continued for three days.
Our students also participated in the competition and visited Bangalore to
showcase their talent.
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Alumni Speech
As a graduated engineer who successfully completed 4 years of education, I feel a huge sense of pride and achievement right now and
I would like all of my fellow graduates to cast your minds back to day
one of PIET’s adventure. At this juncture of achieving a major milestone in our life, we raise our hearts with gratitude to God almighty for
all his blessings for the past 4yrs.
We are grateful to the management of PIET’s college for giving us the
opportunity to find this success through the experiences we gained from
here. We feel proud and honored for having studied in this
prestigious college, which equipped us and trained us as a professional
engineers.
The best part is I am still associated with the PIET Institute.
I am very thankful to each and everyone associated with the company
and giving me the platform to explore my skills and knowledge.

I would like to thank our department for
making efforts towards us. I would also like to
thank all the people who have helped me.
M
Mansi (Batch 2013-17)

